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Abstract

This paper des rib s
bler/disassembler 4 7

the AMXAD packet assem-
PAi> to be released soon. It

is Zilog Z80A based, uses a Zilog 8530 serial
communications controller and is packaged on an S-
100 pc board.

Introduction

One of the main problems with acket radio is
that until recentlv there hasn t %
h$ware, to supporE the various

een a lot of
rotocols bein

. except for a few pockets oF f
of North Americ

activity, mos

separate board 4
has adopted the idea of using
usually a single-board computer7

to handle the actual generation and rece tion of
frames. The first reduction  board avai ablef to
the amateur to do t is was the VancouverR
Digital C mmu ication

P P
erminal

Amai;;r

Controller TNC .
Group's

This board was Tand still is7
available primarily as a bare board which had to
be built up b
uses an Intel 8

the packet enthusiast. The board
085 processor, 4k each of UROM and

static RAM. a serial or barallel device to
communicate' to your terminal/corn uter
Intel 8273 HDLC controller. The Vii2 CG Tl\lC

and an
moved

the packet-radio software from the host corn uter
to a separate board, and at the same time al owedf
;;nfo people to use a simple terminal with packet

.

and
The next board that came out was designed by
is available from the Tuscan Amateur Packet

Radio Cor oration (TAPH). Its basic desi n hilo-
sop

?i
is fhe same as the VADCG TIVC in thaf Pi also

hand es all of the frame-level generation and
reception of packets, requiring only a terminal or
serial/parallel interface to a computer. Its
actual -hardware design is quite a bit different
from the VADCG TiVC. however. In addition to a
different CPU (a
bit more memory T!

otorola 6809), it boasts quite a
six byte-wide RAM/EPROM sockets

normally fitted with 24k of EPROM and 6k
RAN.

static
a different HDLC controller chip (Western

Digital 1933), timed interru
memory, and a corn lete Be1

f j
2 2 corn atible6

ts, a non-volatile

(using the Exar mocem chips IF
modem

. The APH grou
time to stud the VADCG TK and made a lof

ha&

im rovements
ot erR

%w en they desi
advantage 8

ed their board. An-
to the T R TNC is that it is

Ii
urchased as an assembled board,
he

reducing greatly
chances of failure for the user. One of the

many
thing !

roblems with the TAPR TNC actually has no-
o do with the board itself. TAPR has had a

lot of problems getting the boards designed and
into production.
written,

As of when this paper is
TAPR is getting thh&o;;ds out ocf

be;;:

last of their customers. * * one the
disadvantages of being out at the infamous leading
edge. Thig also show: that the TAPR group does&E
want to send out TNCs that aren't as good as they
can be,
wait.

and the boards are definitly worth the

T e
(AWAD!

Amateur Radio Research and Development
group has been watching the progress of

these boards with interest for quite a wh&e i;;,
and we figured it was time we got into
Most of us in AMRAD that are into the develo meni
stages of

P
acket radio use S-lUJ based 7
h ZtjO processors.

sys ems,
usually wi So the TAPR TNC is
rather difficult for us to write
Also, while havin

software for.

for two-meter opera f
the rno,"e,,m,;,n,the,'~~~ 1s n+ce

ion. testing
new ideas out for hf o eration or btherwise when a
different modem is nee ed,fl all the on-board modem
does is take up board space.

TNC.
We had some different problems with he VADCG
The primary one is that the memory both RAM

and EPROM) are too small. I have modified the

the VADCG TNC to run 2k static RAM chips and also
be able to download software from anotherb;;mp;u&
to the TNC during software debugging,
a,gain, the board must be butchered.

We have come u
5
with an S-100 board that

contains an Intel G 73 protocol chi-o and some
su ort logic so that-w& can write'& and debug
s 0Ptware for the VADCG TNC in our S-100 systems
before blowing anv EPROMs for the VADCG Tt\IC. This
system
changes

works- ve?y nicely when with
in existing software,

coming up
or working on some

radical new idea w'thout having to reburn
for every failure t

tiPROMs
no, I haven't written error-

free code in a long time).

An additional problem with the V.AI>CG TNC is
that the baud rate on the
hardware selected and it goes z

acket channel is
own only to 600

bauds. Another modification was made to allow the
baud rate to be software selectable and to allow
the slower speeds need!ed for hf operation.

The AMRAD PAD---_I_

The further along we went with packet radio
the more kl du ges we needed to make on the VADC&
TjilC to allow us to do the experimentation we
wanted. Since the TAPK TNC was in the initial
design stages and using a processor we weren't
accostomed to, it became ap arent to us that it
would be easier to design anii build a whole new
TJC board.

After making the decision to design our ;;;
p;;, we next had to decide what to ut on

, and what
sure 'that it wilP

hysical size it shoul%I be. I'm
come as a surprise to almost no

one that the board will fit into an S-100 frame,
and steal its

i
ower off the S-100 bus. This does

not preclude he possibility of using the board
stand alone with a single S-100 edge connector to
sop ly

P
power if the user isn't using an s-100

qys em.

Basic PAD Layout- -  -

PAD s"'bso
1 shows the basic layout of the AMRAD

bler).
stands for Packet Assembler/Disassem-

The PAD was designed to be very flexible.
In addition to allowing the user to co

4
nect to it. either serial or

ii:ards  do this also) f
arallel mode the other

* allows for fully adjusta-
ble baud rate on both ierial ports, and if neces-
saw, both serial ports can*be programmed to be
HDLC channels. It also has room for controlling
the speed of a multi-speed

f
rogrammable modem,

The large amount of memory al ows for downloath;:
and debugging of programs in the PAD rather
needing another simulator board in a larger micro-
computer. The large RAM space also allows a lot

for buffers and other storage, meaning

PAD Power Supply Circuitry- - -

is
The power necessa

7
to operate the PAD board

supplied thru the S- 00 bus connector on the
bottom of the board.
+8v

The PAI> uses three voltages,
at about an amp, +18V at about 50 milliamps,

and -18V at approximately 100 milliamps. These
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an XPROM might be addressed instead of RAM.volta es
F

are re (Alated on the board to su pl the
+5 vo ts and + 1'fir volts that the rest of t eR Iioard
requires. TEe five-volt bus has two 7805, TO-220
type voltage regulators one on each side of the

Erd*
The + twelve-vo?.t regulators use the smal-

use8
To-92 -style

P
rimarily for

p-y?; These voltages are
he R -2~2 driver chips and the

real- ime clock.

In addition to the
above, g

ower supply mentioned
there is also a attery su ply

run the real-time clock, the stand y RAM chi , and%
on board to

some of these devices sup ort logic. The P A3 also
has a sense circuit on %oard to tell the clock
chip when-to go into the standby mode because the
power is being shut down. This is accomplished by
using a micro-power op amp that monitors both the
battery voltage and the ++volt bus, and sends an
active low signal out when the main power is below
the battery.

Z80 CPU and Support Circuitry- - - -
The PAD board is designed around the Ziloa

Z80 processor. The master oscillator is an Inter
8060 support IC, the 8224, running at 18.432 Ttiz.
This frequency was chosen because it is a multi le
of the common baud-rate frequency of 1.8432 &1 z,
and also because it is high-enou-@  to be used in
the refresh logic for the dynamic memory. The
master oscillator is divided b
3.6d4-MHz  clock for the Z80 CPfi

five to produce a
along with the

rest of the board. 'This fret u&ncy
;i

is a multiple
of the 1.8432~MHz clock desire so it can be used
as the clock input to the serial-interface chip.

The Z80 reset logic consists of one half of a

The Z8O's RD and WH signals are buffered,
since the

f
are fed to many of the other devices on

board. ORQ and Ml*
INTA*

are ORed together to produce
that is used by the 8530  interrupt support

logic.

EPROM Memory and Support Logic

There are four 280pin sockets for
EPROMs on the PAD board. They have
that Textool Zero-Insertion-Force ZIF)P

provided
een placed so

sockets
can be used if the EPROMs are go'ng to be
frequently (they are recommended .f

changed
A jumper area

is provided to allow the EPROM s ace to be
ro rammed

P 2
for 2716, 2'!32,

f 716's are used,
or 2764 type EPROMs.

611b type RAM chi s also can
be plugged into the EPROM sockets, alPowing u
62k of RAM and one loader EPROM to be used. 117

,,",o
*

mode of operation is advantageous when testin
software written on a larger s
to the Pti. It also comes in rl

stem and downloade f
and when debug ing

the dynamic RAM since the static 5AM in the E ROMF
socket will ailow monitors or memory testers to
run properly.

A 742138 decoder is used to provide the chi
enable to the EPROMs. There is also a signaP
generated called PROM* which is used to automati-
cally deselect the E6ROM memory space from the
dynamic memory.

Dynamic Memory and Support

The dynamic memory cons$sts of eight 4164
t pe chips for a potential of 64k of rn;Tem;i.
t%ls board was in its initial design

When
4116

type devices were used since they
it
rovided'a lot

of memorv for a verv little amoun
board spa>e.

of monev and
As the"PAD design progressed; the

Drices of the 64k chips dropped down to where it
became cost effective to p&them on instead. The
refresh supp~;~~l~~iec  is the same for both types
of devices,

simpler for the 6$
ower supply conslderatlons

are k chips. The 64k devices
also generate less noise on the power bus.

The sixteen address lines from the CPU are
mult.+plexed onto the eight address lines of the
4164 s with 74LS157 multiplexers driven by a
select

FE CAS

&imi.ng signal. This select signal RAS*,
231 als are enerated by three f)-ty e

men ioned earlier, Ml*,P
flops &"hat are 8rivevea$y the tw,o clot sR

and RFSH signals
from the 280 CPU,
PROM* si

and some additional logic.

Y
al mentioned earlier is added into %:

refresh ogic to deselect the dynamic memory when

ThEu;efresh. lot@ is of standard design taken
right of the L,ilog dynamic memory interface
a
a cition53

lication note. The onljr differences are the
of the two added address lines into the

address multiplexers, and the use cf a times five
clock instead of a times two clock. This higher
clock rate is actual1 better because it causes
the refresh signals to %e within tolerences  where
a times two signal would cause some timing signals
to be slightly out of specification.

Input/Output Decode Logic- -

I&
Most of the port decc$esicn ic consists of one
a 74LSl38  decoder. 8s chip-select sig-

nals to the various I/c) devices, E?XCE!pt  for the
real time clock and standby RAM chi s1

R
Because

the real-time clock and stand-by RA chips use
many more ports than the other devices
separate chip-enable logic.

they have
The foliowin is a

brief chart of the port assignments on the i!AD:

HEX ADDRESS DEVICE

cm-03
L'4-c)7
g-g;

WI13
40-5F
80-FF

cYj33 xc
Terminal PI0
kuxilliary PI0
Clock Interrupt iatch
Standby RAM Latch
Real Time Clock
Standby RAM Chip

Chip

8530 and Support Lo,gic- -

The two serial channels are generated by a
relatively new device :o the amateur

the Zilog 8530 Serial
packet

enthusiast, Communications
Controller, or SCC. When the-PAD was . its
initial design,
chip.

it used the Intel 82'73 p%tocol
This was the chip that most of us were

familiar with, and software already existed to
$ih&;pi~ d273 properly. When we discovered the

realized that it could g;;;tly simplify
Not only does it have

programmible channels,
completely

it also has two separatly

8
rogrammable baud-rate generators, and two DPLLs.
his one chip can support both the HDLC packet
channel and the serial channel to the terminal or
computer. In addition, if the terminal or compu-
ter is interfaced to the PAD board thra the paral-
lel port, both serial channels can be used as HDLC

8
acket channels.
AD

This might be useful when the
board is used with a larger computer as a

aatewav between two net-works. or if one channel is

hfg
& ignYed permanently to one type of operation (say

tion s
nd the other is used for a radically o era-

7
ay vhf or phone line interface to Te enet!z

or ARPA .

Even though the XC is desikped  by the same
corn any
tib e,!f

as the Z80 and it is supposed to be corn a-
there are some timing problems between Bhe

SCC and the CPU. The main problem has to do with
interrupt-acknowldegement timing. The XC is
designed to work on the Zilog- Z-BUS, and its
daisy-chain interrupt structure is slightly diffe-
rent than the Z80 peripherals used on the rest of
the PAD board. This ?iming problem is cured by
adding a couple chips that are used to extend the
time of an interrupt-acknowldegenent c.v cle 9 and
also allow the SCCAto be rope&y reset" by -hard-
ware. The timing of this selag is accomplished by
waitin the Z80-CPU with a delayed signal from 2
74LS16f shift register. As with the dynamic re-
',fe$ ,'L

f
ic mentioned above, this modification is
of an application note from Zilog.

Since both of the serial channels can be used
as HDLC channels, it was decided to ut timers on
the RTS signal of both channels. TE ese are 555
wYPnd; ime r designed to time 011 t in about 30

and stay off until reset by RTS changing
b,;Ek to an inactive state. The timer output of

of these time-out circuits are fed back into
the CPU thru two bits on the auxilliary PIti,
allowing the PI0 to be programmed to gg;e&e
interrupt anytime the timer changes NE?
only does this give a fairly positive indication
that the transmit command was successfully accom-
plished, but it also gives the CPU an indtcation
If a time out has occured,  and allows for a fair1
gracef
buttonY

1 recovery (as o posed to hitting the rese%
after a time-ou7 situation. These timers

can be jumpered around in both channels if they
aren't necessary.

The auxilliary PI0 output side generates  two



signals that can be jumpered into the transmit
data si al from the SCC. These signals are
useful For adding a cw i-d by changing the con-
nected modem between mark and s ace independantly
of the SCC. This means a cw i-z
without having to change the SCC's operating

can be generat;:

and kludging the software as is done on the VADCG
TNC. Hopefully this will simplify both the SCC
support software and the cw i-d routine.

The rest of the SCC support lo ic consists of
TTL/RS-232-C interface chips to al ow the SCC toB
communicate with modems or other RS-232-C type
devices.

The connectors used for the serial channels
are the st FH$ d 2$-pin insulation displacement
connector 7 f wired so that when crimped to a
cable with a DB-25 on the other end, the RS-232-C
signals will come out on the correct pins.

PI0 Circuitry- -

The PAD has two 280 PI0 chips on it. One is
;zEz for an optional terminal or corn uteiithnter;

if the user wishes to communica! e
PAD in parallel rather than serial mode. It can
be left off if parallel interface is not re uired.
A jumper is provided to continue the 8in e;rfqt
daisy-chain if this chip is not installed.
is being used, its output signals are fed thru a
74LS244 octal buffer to provide enou

P
drive to

run the signals through a relatively ong cable.
The connector used for the parallel interfaces are
the standard 26-pin IDC connectors and are wired
the same as most parallel ports using this connec-
tor.

The auxilliary PI0 is used to generate and
receive several signals used by the PAD board.
The parts of the aux PI0 not needed for on-board
functions are fed to a standard 260pin connector,
so they are available to the user for whatever he
wants. In addition to the lines mentioned above
that are used by the SCC interface, three lines
from the out ut are sent to the channel A riDLC
interface so !hey optionally can be used to con-
trol the speed of a multi-speed modem, such as
might be used on hf.

Real-Time Clock and Support- -  -_I_

The real-time-clock chi used is the National
Semiconductor MM5t3157. In a ditions to keeping the
p-y &day 9 it can generate

and it
timed interrupts to

allowing'
also has an alarm function,

preset
it to ;akgru

time. for the real-time-clock chii
the rest of a system at

1s obtained from the plus twelve-volt bus thru a
zener diode regulated power su some switching
diodes and a battery supply. 4%

ly,
is allows for more

time to cleanly shut down the system and prevent
the clock chip from losing its memory.

The clock chin is not Part of the Zilog Z80
family, and it do& not generate interrupt
vector when it interrupts the CPU,

any
so an octal

tri-state latch was added to the board to
P
rovide

an interrupt vector ghen the clock genera es an
interrupt. This vector is loaded b
it can be pro rammed to be just s

the CPU, so
a out

that the CPU wi f1
anything

recognize.

The clock chin's power-down interrupt* is an
o
;rl %

en-drain output thatlis  fed to the aux* parallel
-pin connector, allowing this signal to be used

by external logic to power up a system.

Standby RAM Logic-I_
The RAM is a 6514 CMOS

static
st ndby

RAM t
low-power

that is
or anized as a 1024-by-&bitg

addressed as a series of 7
evice)

input out ut
The upper three address bits to the f;

come from a four-bit latch.
AM

This all;;; i-t;
use of all 1024 nibbles in the RAM chip.

ia automatically deselected on power down pre-
venting it from being glitched by power transi-
til,ons. The RAM can be used to store -the amateur
call, speed on both serial channels, whether the
terminal/computer is using a serial or aralllel
channel, and many other PAD attributes thsi should
be saved during

i
ower down. Usin, a

f
battery-

backed-up RAM ins ead of a 14OVRAM a .lows the RAM
to be u dated much easier and more often, in
addition fo simplifying the hardware design.

Software Considerations for the PAD- - - - u - v .

The first software running on the PAI> is a
ZtsO monitor modified to run on the PAD. The
software required to run the PAD on AX.2!j level 2
is being developed right now, and should be avail-
able just about the same time as the hardware.
Thig software is written to take advanta e of the
Piti s features including the potential ?or down-
loadin
multip ef

the protocol program and also allowing
connections. This software is taking a

little longer to develo
being written for a TDL 8EB

rimaril because it is
assemb er rather than3;

using a higher-level language.

The Zilog 8530 SCC has sixteen write and nine
read registers

channels.
int;;;ally :for each of the two

serial
ii

are address'ed 3y first
writin
channe

y a pointer to t e control register of the
of interest, then the re uested

9
register

can be accessed. These re is
%

ers allow each
serial channels attributes to e programmed, f'rom
whether the channel is to be synchr'onous or
asynchronous to the ty e of flag character used.
The registers have to %e programmed in a certain
order to obtain pro er
using the SCC in HDe C

operation, especially when
mode. For more information

on the SCC and its internals. see the AlWAD
Newsletter for January of 1933. ' - -

The National IqM55167A clock chin has 24 in-
ternal registers av&lable to theA programmer.
Eight of these registers are the counters that
$ontaig the time,- another eight contain the
alarm time, and the rest are used to control or
read the various internal functions of the chip,
including such things as the interru

7
'5 handling,

indiv'dual counter res ts, and the s andby inter-
rupt tpower down alarm7 control.

The parallel input/output chi s are standiard
ZllOA PI0's. They have four modes o:! operation for
each of the two parallel channels per $hip (except
fcJr port B not being able to run mode L-~ The four
mcdes are:

Mode 0.
Mode 1.

Output mrode.
In ut mode.

Mode 2. Bi irectional mode.x
Mode 3. Control mode.

any
Tofhe terminal PI0 is ca able of olerating '

fthe four mode's witI no iro llerns. TE
auxilliary PI0 is used to contra f and monitor
several of the internal PAD operations, aILong with
having a few bits left over for such things as
mcdem-s eed control.
of the f ransmit timers

The aux PI0 has the outputs

ort A of the aux. f
oing to it for example, so

if' IO was put in mode 3, it
cclu Td monitor the timers and generate an interru t
wk-enever the timers output changes state. The
PIOs do generate ZdO style interrupt vectors, so
this could be accomplished very easily, allowing
ar. elegant recovery from a time-out condition.

PAD Availability- -

The PAD will be available only as a bare
board for a while, dufe to ca lital limitations. I

iwill be able to offer some o' the harder-to;--izd
corn onents on a sporadic basis for a while.
ful yP we will be able to support the board betr-er
ic. the near future. Anyone interested in this
beard should write to me at the address listed
above.
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Fig. 1 - Block diagram of PAD.
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